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(i) Explain Second-order Monadic logic - fundamental formalism.

(ii) Explain its connection with Automata theory.



Outline
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(i) First-order Monadic Logic of Order

(ii) Definability and some formalizations over finite orders

(iii) Monadic Second-order Logic

(iv) Monadic second order logic vs automata over finite andω-strings

(v) Extensions
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Syntax of FOMLO

Signature: {<,=} and{P,Q, . . . } unary predicate symbols

Variables: V = {x, y, z, . . . }

Atomic Formulas: ϕ ::= x < y | x = y | P (x)

Formulas: ϕ ::= atomic | ¬ϕ1 | ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | ∃xϕ1 | ∀xϕ1
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Syntax of FOMLO

Signature: {<,=} and{P,Q, . . . } unary predicate symbols

Variables: V = {x, y, z, . . . }

Atomic Formulas: ϕ ::= x < y | x = y | P (x)

Formulas: ϕ ::= atomic | ¬ϕ1 | ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | ∃xϕ1 | ∀xϕ1

Semantics

� Structure:M = (T , <, I) - (linear order + interp.
I : {P,Q, . . . } → P(T ))

� Truth value ofϕ(x1, x2, . . . , xn) in M under assignment ofti ∈ T to
xi is defined as usual (xi free inϕ).
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Example: A stringabcaab can be considered as a structure for FOMLO
with unary predicatesPa, Pb, Pc.
Domain:{1, 2, . . . 6}
Interpretation of< and= as usual.
Interpretation of unary predicates:Pa := {1, 4, 5}, Pb := {2, 6},
Pc := {3}.
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To a string of lengthn a structure over{1, . . . n} is assigned in a natural
way.
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Example: A stringabcaab can be considered as a structure for FOMLO
with unary predicatesPa, Pb, Pc.
Domain:{1, 2, . . . 6}
Interpretation of< and= as usual.
Interpretation of unary predicates:Pa := {1, 4, 5}, Pb := {2, 6},
Pc := {3}.

To a string of lengthn a structure over{1, . . . n} is assigned in a natural
way.

Write a sentence that holds on a strings iff s contains a letterb.

Write a sentence that holds on a strings iff s contains a letterb and a letter
a.

Write a sentence that holds on a strings iff s contains an occurrence of
letterb before an occurrence of lettera.
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Write a sentence that holds on a strings iff all occurrences of letterb in s

precede all occurrences of lettera.
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Write a sentence that holds on a strings iff all occurrences of letterb in s

precede all occurrences of lettera.

Def. The languagedefinableby a sentenceϕ is the set{s | ϕ holds ins}.

Def. A language isFOMLO definableiff it is definable by FOMLO
sentence.
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Is the set of strings that contains “bc” FOMLO definable?
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Write a sentence that holds on a strings iff all occurrences of letterb in s

precede all occurrences of lettera.

Def. The languagedefinableby a sentenceϕ is the set{s | ϕ holds ins}.

Def. A language isFOMLO definableiff it is definable by FOMLO
sentence.

Is the set of strings that starts by “b” FOMLO definable?

Is the set of strings that contains “bc” FOMLO definable?

Is the set of strings that contains “bc” and does not contain “ab” FOMLO
definable?
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Add to the signature of FOMLO constantmin, max and the binary
relationsuc. In the structure for a strings the constantsmin, max are
interpreted as the minimal, maximal elements of its domain andsuc is
interpreted as the successor relation on its domain.
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Add to the signature of FOMLO constantmin, max and the binary
relationsuc. In the structure for a strings the constantsmin, max are
interpreted as the minimal, maximal elements of its domain andsuc is
interpreted as the successor relation on its domain.

Prop. Every formula of extended language is equivalent (over strings) to
an FOMLO formula. Moreover, there is a linear time equivalence
preserving translation.
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Letters{a, b, c, d} can be coded by two bits.
code(a) = (0, 0), code(b) = (0, 1), code(c) = (1, 0), code(d) = (1, 1).
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two unary predicatesP1 andP2.
P1 is interpreted as the set of position where ins lettersc or d appear;
P2 is interpreted as the set of position where ins lettersb or d appear;
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Letters{a, b, c, d} can be coded by two bits.
code(a) = (0, 0), code(b) = (0, 1), code(c) = (1, 0), code(d) = (1, 1).

A strings over{a, b, c, d} can be considered as a FOMLO structure for
two unary predicatesP1 andP2.
P1 is interpreted as the set of position where ins lettersc or d appear;
P2 is interpreted as the set of position where ins lettersb or d appear;

Prop.(equivalence of representation.) A language over{a, b.c.d} is
FOMLO definable under the representation with predicatesPa, Pb, Pc, Pd

iff it is definable under coding with two predicatesP1 andP2.

Similar coding and prop hold for more general alphabets. A string over an
alphabet of sizen can be considered as a structure for1 + log2 n
predicates.
.
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Is the language(ab)+ := {(ab)n | n > 0} FOMLO definable?

Is the set of strings over{a, b} of even length FOMLO definable?

Prop. The set of strings of even length is not FOMLO definable.
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Syntax of MLO

Signature: {<,=} and{P,Q, . . . } unary predicate symbols

Variables: individual variables{x, y, z, . . . } andmonadic set variables
{X, Y, Z, . . . }.

Atomic Formulas: ϕ ::= x < y | x = y | P (x) andX(y)

Formulas: ϕ ::= atomic | ¬ϕ1 | ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | ∃xϕ1 | ∀xϕ1 and
∃Xϕ1 | ∀Xϕ1
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Syntax of MLO

Signature: {<,=} and{P,Q, . . . } unary predicate symbols

Variables: individual variables{x, y, z, . . . } andmonadic set variables
{X, Y, Z, . . . }.

Atomic Formulas: ϕ ::= x < y | x = y | P (x) andX(y)

Formulas: ϕ ::= atomic | ¬ϕ1 | ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | ∃xϕ1 | ∀xϕ1 and
∃Xϕ1 | ∀Xϕ1

Semantics

� Structure:M = (T , <, I) - (linear order + interp.
I : {P,Q, . . . } → P(T ))

� Truth value ofϕ(x1, x2, . . . , xn, Y1, . . . , Ym) in M under assignment
of ti ∈ T to xi andTj ⊆ T to Yj is defined as usual.
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Def. The language definable by an MLO sentenceϕ ...

Def. MLO definable language. . . .

Is the set of strings over{a, b} of even length MLO definable?
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Th. A language is MLO definable iff it is accepted by a finite state
automaton.
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Th. A language is MLO definable iff it is accepted by a finite state
automaton.

Prop. There is an algorithm which for every finite state automaton
constructs an equivalent MLO sentence.
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Th. A language is MLO definable iff it is accepted by a finite state
automaton.

Prop. There is an algorithm which for every finite state automaton
constructs an equivalent MLO sentence.

Proof is an Easy formalization. Write a sentence which holdson a strings
iff there is an accepting run of an automatonA ons.
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Th. A language is MLO definable iff it is accepted by a finite state
automaton.

Prop. There is an algorithm which for every finite state automaton
constructs an equivalent MLO sentence.

Proof is an Easy formalization. Write a sentence which holdson a strings
iff there is an accepting run of an automatonA ons.

Prop. There is an algorithm which for every MLO sentence constructs an
equivalent automaton.

Proof proceeds by structural induction on formulas; it usesthe closure
property of regular languages.
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Input: an MLO sentenceϕ.
Question: Is ϕ satisfiable on a string?

Thm. The satisfiability problem is decidable.

Algorithm.
1. Construct an automatonA equivalent toϕ.
2. Check that its language is non-empty.
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Example: An ω-stringabcaab · · · can be considered as a structure for
FOMLO or MLO with unary predicatesPa, Pb, Pc.
Domain:{1, 2, . . . 6, . . . } the set of natural numbers
Interpretation of< and= as usual.
Interpretation of unary predicates:Pa := {1, 4, 5, . . . } - the set of
positions with lettera, Pb := {2, 6, . . . } - he set of positions with letterb ,
Pc := {3, . . . } -the set of positions with lettera.
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Example: An ω-stringabcaab · · · can be considered as a structure for
FOMLO or MLO with unary predicatesPa, Pb, Pc.
Domain:{1, 2, . . . 6, . . . } the set of natural numbers
Interpretation of< and= as usual.
Interpretation of unary predicates:Pa := {1, 4, 5, . . . } - the set of
positions with lettera, Pb := {2, 6, . . . } - he set of positions with letterb ,
Pc := {3, . . . } -the set of positions with lettera.

Write a sentence that holds on anω-strings iff s contains a letterb and a
lettera.

Write a sentence that holds on anω-strings iff s contains a substringab.

Write a sentence that holds on anω-strings iff s contains infinitely manyb
and infinitely manyc.
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Def. Theω-language definable by a sentenceϕ · · ·
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Def. Theω-language definable by a sentenceϕ · · ·

Def. MLO definable language· · · . FOMLO definableω-language· · ·
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Buchi automaton.
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Th. An ω-language is MLO definable iff it is accepted by a finite state
Buchi automaton.

Prop. There is an algorithm which for every finite state Buchi automaton
constructs an equivalent MLO sentence.

Proof is an Easy formalization.

Prop. There is an algorithm which for every MLO sentence constructs an
equivalent automaton.

Proof proceeds by structural induction on formulas; it usesthe closure
property ofω-languages definable by finite state automata.
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Prop. There is an algorithm which for every finite state Buchi automaton
A constructs an equivalent MLO sentence.
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Prop. There is an algorithm which for every finite state Buchi automaton
A constructs an equivalent MLO sentence.

A run ρ := q1a1q2a2 . . . can be considered as anω-string over alphabet
QA × ΣA

〈q1, a1〉〈q2, a2〉 . . .

Write a sentence that expresses that this string is an accepting run ofA. If
A hasm states and is over an alphabet{a, b, . . . } - our sentence will use
predicatesQ1, . . . Qm andPa, Pb, . . .

It says
1. The first position is labeled by the initial state.
2. Next state relation is observed:

∀x(Qi(x) ∧ Pa(x) → ∨qj∈δ(qi,a)Qj(x+ 1)

3. Buchi-Acceptance condition: One of the states inF appears infinitely
often.
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Observe that the above sentenceACCRUN is in FOMLO.
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Observe that the above sentenceACCRUN is in FOMLO.

Now write an MLO sentence that expresses that there is an accepting run
on anω strings.
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Input: an MLO sentenceϕ.
Question: Is ϕ satisfiable on anω-string?

Thm (Buchi)l The satisfiability problem is decidable.

Algorithm.
1. Construct an automatonA equivalent toϕ.
2. Check that itsω-language is non-empty.
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A structure for MLO over the rational/reals or general linear orders is
defined as expected

Thm(Rabin 69) It is decidable whether an MLO sentence is satisfiable
over the rationals.

Thm It is decidable whether an MLO sentence is satisfiable over a
countable linear order.

Thm(Shelah 75) It isundecidablewhether an MLO sentence is satisfiable
over the reals.

The proof of these theorems are not based on automata.
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A labelled trees can be considered as a structure for monadiclogic.
Domain: the set of its nodes.
Interpretation of< - ancestor relation (the root is the minimal; there are
incomparable nodes)
Interpretation of monadic predicates as usual.
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A labelled trees can be considered as a structure for monadiclogic.
Domain: the set of its nodes.
Interpretation of< - ancestor relation (the root is the minimal; there are
incomparable nodes)
Interpretation of monadic predicates as usual.

Thm(Rabin 69) It is decidable whether an MLO sentence is satisfiable
over a tree.
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